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Materials list: Night Vision- Painting Nocturnes with Mia Bergeron 
Materials can be purchased prior to or during class at Townsend Atelier’s store.  Students receive a 

20% discount on everything excluding brushes. 
 
Recommended Oil Paints:  
(Please do not re-buy a ton of paints. I find most people have plenty of colors, and we can work 
with what you have. As a general idea, my palette is a warm and a cool of most colors. Any 
brand is fine, but I will put the brand I use next to colors that are more specific. Please try to have 
at least a few transparent dark colors on your palette (On the palette below, transparent colors 
are: Indian yellow, Alizarin Crimson, Transparent Oxide Red, Sap Green, Ultramarine Blue,  Ivory 
Black, and Pthalo Turquoise) 
 
Paints with * are optional 
 
 
Alkyd Titanium White (Graham) 
Cadmium Yellow Lemon (hues are fine) 
Indian yellow 
Cadmium red Light (hues are fine) 
Permanent Alizarin crimson 
Violet gray (Georgian)* 
Raw Sienna (or yellow ochre) 
Transparent Oxide Red 
Sap green 
Permanent green light* 
Viridian 
Manganese Blue (or Cerulean) 
Ultramarine Blue 
Ivory Black 
Pthalo Turquoise * 
  
 
 
Brushes: 
Just a variety of shapes and sizes. I recommend Rosemary Eclipse brushes available at Townsend 
Atelier. 
 
Supports: 
One 9”x12” panel. I recommend using Ampersand Museum series gesso boards. They come flat 
or cradled. PLEASE  DO NOT PRIME YOUR PANEL WITH ANY OIL PAINT BEFORE THE 
WORKSHOP. We will be priming them with colored acrylic paints at the start of the workshop, so 
no oil primed panels, please.  
 
Palette Knife: Any metal knife that is flexible. I use an RGM brand knife #80. 
 



 

 

Medium: Mediums are optional and not necessary. I use Gamblin Galkyd Gel sometimes.  
 
Other tools: Feel free to use a scraper, a squeegee, a soft brayer, old credit cards, etc 
 
Palette: Any kind is fine, as long as it isn’t white. I prefer glass or wooden palettes, or those gray 
disposable kinds.  
 
Silicoil or brush washer 
Gamsol 
Hand held mirror 
Sketchpad for notes and doodles 
Plastic wrap or some kind of sealed container for leftover paints to bring home with you.  


